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Abstract: This thesis mainly focuses on the effects of modified gravity (MG) model on nonlinear

scale. There are many different modified gravity models at present, e.g. f(R), DGP, MOND, etc.

We do not use other’s model directly, because most of those modified gravity models have similar

effect on the matter distribution. Here, we proposed a different model. This model is based on a

new parameter ζ, which is defined as
Geff/G

−φ/ψ
, where Geff is effective Newton’s constant, G

is Newton’s constant, and φ, ψ are the two potentials in the scalar perturbation of the space-

time metric. This parameter mainly changes the particles’ acceleration. So, it will increase or

decrease the structure formation. The linear effect can be calculated through theory. However,

simulation is the only way which we can get the nonlinear evolution of large scale structure.

We modified the mature simulation program—GADGET-2, and added ζ parameter in it. Before

the simulation begins, we checked the effects of the mass resolution, simulation box, and initial

redshift, and we also checked the correctness of the modified program. We set different value of

ζ, ζ = 0.8, 0.9, 1.0, 1.1, 1.2, 1.5, and begin our simulation.

In order to reduce the numerical effect, and to show the modified gravity effects on non-linear

scale, we do not use power spectrum directly. Instead, we set different output redshift for ζ, and

make sure that different ζ have the same linear power spectrum at its output redshift. We used

ξ =
ζ 6= 1.0

ζ = 1.0
at last.
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After performing a series of simulations with cosmological scale, and using our wavelets method

to calculate power spectrum, we are able to precisely study this MG method on nonlinear scale.

We specify the output of the snapshot when different ζ have the same linear power spectrum.

Those sets of output make an easy comparison on nonlinear scale. We find that the nonlinear

power spectrum is the same as the linear power spectrum or increase with larger ζ. This result

denies the assumption of HKLM, so, all the all-known power spectrum fitting formula which are

based on this assumption are not suited for MG models. Further, based on our model, we come up

with a new fitting formula, which is not an extension of those power spectrum. The new modified

gravity non-linear power spectrum fitting formula is based on non-linear power spectrum, and

it can be got through several parameters with a 5% accuracy. We will continue to work on the

peculiar velocity power spectrum of this MG simulations, halo mass function and the properties

of halo. Those works will provide a guide for investigating those MG models on observations.


